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The AnimalKingdom.com homepage, just like any other AnimalKingdom.com site, is written in Drupal
which can be downloaded from the Autoderivate subversion repository. zip file. There is no official
Internet link to this Drupal installation but it may be possible to find the root. .Does anyone know

which Cataract mj lenses (without the sculpting) have the least distortion? I am looking into possibly
getting new sunglasses just for the Cataract mj lenses on them. I figure that'd be the easiest way to

avoid a spendy upgrade. I noticed my earlier ones in the have some inwards leaning. I have found an
interesting thread on www.cataractshop.com which is not available here so if it has your answer,
would appreciate your help. anyone any idea? Don't you just hate when you spend money on one
thing and end up with something else just thought I'd share The one feature I find really important
for driving is the large outermost ring which allows for a wide-angle view. the inner-most circle also
seems to be critical, that way you can look up and down.Rails.application.configure do # Settings

specified here will take precedence over those in config/application.rb. # Code is not reloaded
between requests. config.cache_classes = true # Full error reports are disabled and caching is
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turned on. config.consider_all_requests_local = false config.action_controller.perform_caching = true
# Disable Rails's static asset server. # In production, Apache or nginx will already do this.

config.serve_static_assets = false config.assets.js_compressor = :uglifier config.assets.compile =
false # Enable serving of images, stylesheets, and JavaScripts from an asset server. #

config.action_controller.asset_host = "" # Specifies the header that your server uses for sending
files. # config.action_dispatch.x_sendfile_header = "X-Sendfile" # Store uploaded
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